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Human is George Orwell in Wonderland with robots who sing Zeppelin songs. It is a satirical sci-fi
allegory that tackles a taboo at the heart of human experience: the subconscious voice inside every
one of us that screams, relentlessly, over and over, at every turn in this anxiety-inducing society,
Why, why, WHY It takes place on the planet Cur. It travels back and forth between three time
periods: the time of the humans, the time of the robots, and now. TIME OF THE HUMANS -
Mercilessly skewers government, corporations, media, and Internet culture - Begins at the
Singularity, that moment when humans finally awaken true, artificial intelligence TIME OF THE
ROBOTS - Imagines what a planet might be like if humans nuked themselves into extinction and
then robots continued to live and work for the following 1000 years, transforming the planet back
into an organic paradise - Ends at the Singularity in reverse, that moment when robots finally
awaken a true, organic human NOW The book concludes in the present tense, at the end of the time
of the robots. Additionally, an all-knowing chorus of robots...
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Basically no terms to clarify. It is actually writter in basic terms rather than confusing. I found out this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to find
out.
-- Elinore Vandervort-- Elinore Vandervort

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this composed e pdf. I am quickly could get a
enjoyment of looking at a composed book.
-- Mrs. Mariam Hartmann-- Mrs. Mariam Hartmann
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